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Experimental results on electrophilic substitutions (SE2) under-
gone by configurationally stable organolithium compounds have
been piling up so as to constitute a rather puzzling issue. Most
conflicting examples refer to the behavior of not onlyR-oxy- or
R-amino- but also otherR-heteroorganolithium compounds.1 Thus,
the former, as described by Hoppe,2 protonate with retention
(SE2ret), although inversion (SE2inv) has been observed as well.3

The general rule for acylations when reacted with acid chlorides
or CO2 calls for inversion (SE2inv), but when reacted with esters
or anhydrides, calls for retention (SE2ret). Nevertheless, Hoppe
reported an unexpected retention with acid chlorides,4 and Beak5

described thatR-aminoorganolithium compounds behaved analo-
gously. Alkyl halides, which usually lead to inverted products
(SE2inv), reacted with retention in intramolecular alkylations;6

carbonyl compounds, which generally lead to retention of config-
uration, have also been reported by Beak7 and Toru8 to yield
inverted products. In addition, enantioselection appears to be
sensitive to a number of other factors.9 Unexpected racemizations
have also been reported;10a in one particular case racemization was
assigned to a predominance of SET vs polar mechanisms.10b In
trying to rationalize these results, Hoppe advanced a promising
idea: hard electrophiles capable of anchoring to the lithium atom
should lead to retention of configuration, whereas those having a
low LUMO might rather prefer to react with inversion.2 Other
authors11,8 have also adhered to this proposal.

We planned a comprehensive computational analysis to approach
the problem.12 For this purpose one should address (a) the study of
the barrier for inversion of the C-Li bond13 and (b) the study of
all competitive routes for significant electrophilic substitutions (SE2).
Herein, we report the results of a detailed DFT (B3LYP/6-31+G*)
study aimed at providing a coherent picture of electrophilic
substitutions uponR-oxybenzylorganolithium compounds (part b
above). The relevant conclusion resulting from this work is that
lithium catalysis plays a key role in the electrophilic substitutions
uponR-oxybenzylorganolithium compounds, thereby determining
their stereochemical output. To the best of our knowledge this is
the first call upon lithium catalysis in electrophilic substitutions
undergone byR-oxybenzylorganolithium compounds.14,15 In con-
trast, Reich et al. found that added lithium salts do not catalyze the
SN2 displacement of lithiated dithianes upon alkyl halides in the
presence of HMPA.16

The extensive experimental details available from the work of
Hoppe and Hoffmann led us to choose1, the monomeric lithium
derivative of O-benzyl-N,N-dimethylcarbamate, as model for our

study. In accordance with X-ray data,17 we included two dimethyl
ether molecules as discrete solvation ligands. Nevertheless, due to
the importance of solvation in organolithium chemistry,18 we first
evaluated the significance of discrete solvation and aggregation upon
1. Although some benzyllithium oligomers are known,19 dimeriza-
tion of 1cip-2e was found (HF/6-31G*) to be a costly process;
accordingly, dimeric species were discarded as likely intermedi-
ates.20 On the solvation issue we learned (B3LYP/6-31+G*) that
the monomeric contact ion pair1cip-2e is highly polarized and
thus amenable for further solvation even at the face opposite to
that occupied by lithium (1cip-2e1eis 8.16 kJ mol-1 more stable
than1cip-2e itself). This kind of solvation of theπ system21 was
suggestive of a plausible mechanism for electrophilic substitutions,
namely that involving initial complexation of electrophiles or ions
at the rear of the C-Li bond (see below). The computed energies
of solvent-separated ion pairs1ssipsolvated by up to four solvent
molecules were found to be higher (>84 kJ mol-1) and were
therefore rejected for further study.22 Accordingly, we restricted
our study to the contact ion pair1cip-2e (see the Supporting
Information for optimized structures).

B3LYP/6-31+G* calculations on carboxylation (CO2), alkylation
(MeCl), and acylation (MeCOCl) upon1cip-2eall coincide in one
clear-cut point: retentive electrophilic substitutions (SE2ret) are the
favored processes (Supporting Information, Table 1). Thus, the
transition structures for the retentive (CO2ret-ts) and invertive
(CO2inv-ts) carboxylations were separated (∆∆E*) by only 1.38
kJ mol-1, the former being lower in energy. Therefore, provided
that carboxylation conforms to the non-Curtin-Hammett profile,
one would expect a small preference for retention, in complete
disagreement with experiment. Furthermore, the alkylation of1cip-
2eby methyl chloride with retention (MeClret-ts) was calculated
to lie at lower energy (∆∆E* ) 36.19 kJ mol-1) than that with
inversion (MeClinv-ts) in clear opposition to experimental facts.
Computations on the acylation of1cip-2e by acetyl chloride
predicted predominant retentive acylation asMeCOClret-ts was
found to be underMeCOClinv-ts (∆∆E* ) 1.72 kJ mol-1), once
again opposing experiment (see the Supporting Information for
optimized structures).

In examining the above transition structures for electrophilic
substitutions occurring with inversion at the carbon-bearing lithium
we noticed the lack of appropriate assistance to the electrofugal
group. Thus, the following question arose: could it be possible
that external lithium salts catalyze electrophilic substitutions with
inversion?16,17

DFT calculations (B3LYP/6-31+G*) have shown that mono-
meric, unsolvated lithium chloride or solvated lithium ions (both
Li(OMe2)2

+ or LiCl were used as models) catalyze the carboxylation
of 1cip-2ewith inversion at the C-Li bond (Supporting Informa-
tion, Table 2). The existence of catalysis is proven by the fact that
transition structuresLiCl ‚CO2inv-ts and LiCl ‚CO2ret-ts were
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respectively 3.93 and 32.30 kJ mol-1 above the ground-state
complex (Table 2, entries 1 and 2), whereas the barriers for the
uncatalyzed reactions were found at 33.93 kJ mol-1 (SE2ret) and
35.31 kJ mol-1 (SE2inv) above their corresponding ground state
(Table 1). Moreover, the barrier for inversionLiCl ‚CO2inv-ts lies
at lower energy (3.93 kJ mol-1) than that for retentionLiCl ‚CO2ret-
ts (32.30 kJ mol-1), thus proving the decisive influence of lithium
catalysis on the stereochemical outcome of the reaction. For a better
assessment we examined also the carboxylation reaction catalyzed
by solvated lithium ions+Li(OMe n)n. Again, the barrier for the
lithium ion-catalyzed carboxylation represented by+Li(OMe 2)2‚
CO2inv-ts was much easier to overcome (∆E*) 17.36 kJ mol-1;
Table 2, entry 4) than those of the uncatalyzed reactions (∆E*)
33.93 and 35.31 kJ mol-1; Table 1, entries 1 and 2). Since the
solvation/desolvation of lithium ions is fast and takes place with
scarcely any energy cost,23 it can be stated that the catalyzed process
leading to invertive carboxylation clearly has an advantage over
the uncatalyzed ones. Therefore, it can be stated that the carboxy-
lation of R-oxybenzylorganolithium compounds should give rise
to inverted products because (1) it likely fits into a non-Curtin-
Hammett profile and (2) either the LiCl or the lithium ion-catalyzed
routes prevail over the noncatalyzed ones (see the Supporting
Information for optimized structures).

DFT calculations also shed light onto the alkylation of1cip-2e.
The LiCl-catalyzed double inversion (at both C-Li and C-Cl
carbon atoms)LiCl ‚MeClii-ts was found to be (a) less costly than
the uncatalyzed processes shown in Table 1 and (b) the favored
route of all competing routes because it requires surpassing an
energy barrier of 59.79 kJ mol-1 (Table 2), while that involving
retention at the C-Cl carbon (LiCl ‚MeClir-ts ) exhibits an energy
barrier of 124.47 kJ mol-1 above that of the ground-state complex
LiCl ‚MeClinv and that involving double retentionLiCl ‚MeClrr-
ts exhibits an even higher energy barrier (139.87 kJ mol-1). The
conclusion is clear-cut that lithium catalysis should drive intermo-
lecular alkylations to give inverted products at both the benzylic
and the electrophilic carbon atoms (see the Supporting Information
for optimized structures).

In summary, our DFT study on the electrophilic substitutions
undergone byR-oxy-substituted benzylorganolithium compounds
has revealed that lithium catalysis plays a key role on their
stereochemical outcome. Likewise, closely related species might
behave analogously.
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